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Proactively monitor enterprise 
and clinical networks
OnWatch NP, powered by Nyansa, is a vendor-agnostic, cloud-based 
network performance management and analytics solution, helping you get 
actionable data and comprehensive visibility to better manage wired and 
wireless devices on a hospital network to deliver:

Maximum uptime is needed 
for clinical networks that 
support critical patients

Issues caused by unintentional 
accessing of server rooms

Difficulties involved 
with managing 
critical networks

Staffing shortages 
and budget crunches

More Devices. 
More Connections.
Advances in medical technology are driving the push for better connectivity and networking in hospitals. 
New, networked biomedical devices like monitors, infusion pumps and EKG machines are delivering 
widespread transformation. With every device added, a network configuration becomes more complicated. 
As healthcare providers continue introducing more network-based technologies and equipment, the 
performance of these tools over a network is critical to improving clinician productivity and patient care. 

   Faster troubleshooting

   Audit and validate network changes

   Zero impact to existing infrastructure

   Measure infrastructure ROI
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Medical device inventory 

Automatic detection and classification 
of network connected devices

Network performance analytics 

Near real-time and historical analysis 
of all network and device transaction 
correlated across data sources

Anomaly detection  

AI-powered baselining with 
automatic anomaly detection

CARESCAPETM integration

GE Unity protocol dissection with 
detailed device-level visibility

Benchmarking  

See before and after effects of 
changes; able to benchmark 
internally and with industry peers

Proactive intelligence alerts

Prioritized incidents and advisories 
with email SMA alerts containing full 
contextual information

Medical device inventory
Automatic detection and classification 
of network connected devices

Network performance analytics
Real-time and historical analysis of all 
network and device transaction correlated 
across all data sources

Benchmarking
See before/after effects of changes 
and benchmark internally and with 
industry peers

Proactive intelligence alerts
Prioritized incidents and advisories 
with email/SMA alerts containing full 
contextual information 

Anomaly detection 
AI-powered baselining with 
automatic anomaly detection

CARESCAPETM integration 
GE Unity protocol dissection with 
detailed device-level visibility
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Big benefits from big data
Purpose built for enterprise environments, OnWatch NP is ideal for Wi-Fi monitoring, infrastructure 
planning, proactive remediation, and WAN utilization. Help ensure device uptime, visibility, and transfer 
of data with an improved user experiences that delivers benefits such as.



Imagination at work

© 2020 General Electric Company – All rights reserved. GE Healthcare reserves the right to make changes in specifications and features shown 
herein, or discontinue the product described at any time without notice or obligation. Contact your GE Healthcare representative for the 
most current information. GE Medical Systems, Inc., doing business as GE Healthcare. GE Healthcare, a division of General Electric Company. 
CARESCAPE, GE, and the GE Monogram are trademarks of GE Electric Company.

GE Healthcare and Nyansa have entered into a strategic alliance under which the companies are integrating the GE CARESCAPE Network, 
the trusted near-real-time patient monitoring network, with OnWatch NO AIOps, the leading AI-based platform for network and device 
performance management. The arrangement establishes GE Healthcare as the sole distributor of the Nyansa AIops platform in healthcare 
facilities primarily dedicated to patient care, providing customers with integrated sales and support of the complete OnWatch NP solution.

To learn more about Nyansa, visit www.nyansa.com
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Contact your local GE Healthcare representative to learn more.

An eye on everything
Providing end-to-end visibility across your network, OnWatch NP takes in data and processes it 
into actionable information—from both wireless and wired sources. This full-stack analysis gives 
recommendations that allow you to optimize your IT infrastructure and achieve positive outcomes:

10–50%
increase in production 

and operational efficiency1

40–50%
reduction in time to find 
and fix network issues1

45–55%
improvement in 

device productivity1

1   Results not guaranteed. Statistics were calculated across multiple customers 
in multiple industries and are based on utilization of Voyance by Nyansa.


